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【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】

バースの女房：伝記

The Wife of Bath: A Biography
Turner, Marion

   (Princeton U.P.)
2023 : 01  336 p.  Hardback 9780691206011 \5,120           

  Ever since her triumphant debut in Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, the Wife of Bath, arguably the fi rst ordinary and recognisably real woman 

in English literature, has obsessed readers - from Shakespeare to James Joyce, Voltaire to Pasolini, Dryden to Zadie Smith. Few literary 

characters have led such colourful lives or matched her infl uence or capacity for reinvention in poetry, drama, fi ction, and fi lm. In The Wife of 

Bath, Marion Turner tells the fascinating story of where Chaucer’s favourite character came from, how she related to real medieval women, 

and where her many travels have taken her since the fourteenth century, from Falstaff  and Molly Bloom to #MeToo and Black Lives Matter.

【音韻論・音声学】

言語における韻律の変異

Prosodic Variation (With)in Languages: Intonation, Phrasing and Segments
Cruz, Marisa & Frota, Sonia Frota (ed.)

Studies in Phonetics and Phonology  (Equinox)
2022 : 05  278 p.  Hardback 9781781794685 ￡90.00           

  This volume focuses on research on prosodic variation, comprising intonation, prosodic phrasing, and segmental phenomena that are 

prosodically motivated or constrained, in several languages and language varieties. Besides Portuguese (European, Brazilian, and African 

varieties), the book covers another three unrelated languages and their varieties: Romanian, Arabic, and Assamese (spoken in India and 

Bangladesh). Language coverage is thus diverse, including understudied languages/varieties. The approaches followed are both experimental 

and theoretical. All the chapters share a common goal: to add to the knowledge of prosodic variation in each of the languages and varieties studied, and to contribute to the 

understanding of prosodic grammar, in general.

【映画・放送番組】

実験映画必携

A Companion to Experimental Cinema
Windhausen

   (Wiley-Blackwell)
2022 : 09  496 p.  Hardback 9781119107903 US$195.00           

  A Companion to Experimental Cinema is a collection of original essays organized around both theoretical and historical issues of concern 

to fi lm scholars, programmers, fi lmmakers, and viewers. Newly-commissioned essays written by specialists in the fi eld, along with dialogues 

conducted with a diverse range of practitioners, focus on core subjects to present an international array of overlapping and contrasting 

perspectives. This unique text not only provides detailed accounts of particular fi lms and fi lmmakers, but also discusses new approaches of 

understanding, characterizing, and shaping experimental cinema.
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【建築】

トーキョイド：ロボットの顔に見える建物

Tokyoids: The Robotic Face of Architecture
Blanciak, Francois

 (MIT Pr.)
2022 : 09  224 p.   70 black and white illus.   Paperback 9780262544238  US$24.95

In Tokyoids, architect François Blanciak surveys the robotic faces omnipresent in Tokyo buildings, offering an architectural taxonomy based 

not on the usual variables - size, material, historical style - but on the observable expressions of buildings. Are the eyes (windows) twinkling, 

the mouth (door) laughing? Is that balcony a howl of distress? Investigating robot aesthetics through his photographs of fifty buildings, 

Blanciak argues that the robot face originated in architecture - before the birth of robotics - and has played a central role in architectural 

history.

【各国経済事情・経済史・経済地理】

極西としての日本

Japan as the Far West
Hopkins, John A.F.

 (Cambridge Scholars)
2022 : 07  195 p.  Hardback 9781527584174 ￡71.99     

Considering that it is the world’s third-largest economy - with a long and rich history and a sophisticated culture - Japan is surprisingly little-

known outside its borders. This book presents a detailed overview of key aspects of Japanese society and culture. Since the Meiji Period 

(1868-1912), when a famous slogan was “Rich Country, Strong Military”, Japan was rapidly able to build an empire in East and Southeast 

Asia and the Pacific. With the mid-19th century push to adopt European and American technology and culture, the seeds of the modern 

nation were sown early and thoroughly. As the book points out, another important Meiji-Era slogan was, literally, “Leave Asia/Enter Europe!” Tokyo and Yokohama were 

already linked by rail in 1872. In the same year, the Ministry of Education adopted the European three-tier elementary, secondary, and university system.

【マクロ経済学・経済政策・経済発展】

不安定な世界：富める国と貧しい国での民主制への幻滅

A World of Insecurity: Democratic Disenchantment in Rich and Poor Countries
Bardhan, Pranab

 (Harvard U.P.)
2022 : 11  208 p.  Hardback 9780674259843 US$27.95     

The retreat of liberal democracy in the twenty-first century has been impossible to ignore. From Wisconsin to Warsaw, Budapest to Bangalore, 

the public is turning against pluralism and liberal institutions and instead professing unapologetic nationalism and majoritarianism. Critics of 

inequality argue that this is a predictable response to failures of capitalism and liberalism, but Pranab Bardhan, a development economist, 

sees things differently. The problem is not inequality but insecurity?financial and cultural.

【音楽】

スズキ：世界の子供たちを教えるというある男の夢

Suzuki: The Man and His Dream to Teach the Children of the World
Hotta, Eri

 (Belknap Pr.)
2023 : 01  240  Hardback 9780674238237 US$29.95     

The name Shinichi Suzuki is synonymous with early childhood musical education. By the time of his death in 1998, countless children 

around the world had been taught using his methods, with many more to follow. Yet Suzuki’s life and the evolution of his educational vision 

remain largely unexplored. A committed humanist, he was less interested in musical genius than in imparting to young people the skills and 

confidence to learn. Eri Hotta details Suzuki’s unconventional musical development and the emergence of his philosophy. She follows Suzuki 

from his youth working in his father’s Nagoya violin factory to his studies in interwar Berlin, the beginnings of his teaching career in 1930s Tokyo, and the steady flourishing 

of his practice at home and abroad after the Second World War. As Hotta shows, Suzuki’s aim was never to turn out disciplined prodigies but rather to create a world where 

all children have the chance to develop, musically and otherwise.
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【通貨・金融・保険】

アダム・スミスのアメリカ

Adam Smith's America: How a Scottish Philosopher Became an Icon of American Capitalism
Liu, Glory M.

 (Princeton U.P.)
2022 : 11  384 p.  Hardback 9780691203812 \5,990     

Originally published in 1776, Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations was lauded by America’s founders as a landmark work of Enlightenment 

thinking about national wealth, statecraft, and moral virtue. Today, Smith is one of the most influential icons of economic thought in America. 

Glory Liu traces how generations of Americans have read, reinterpreted, and weaponized Smith’s ideas, revealing how his popular image as 

a champion of American-style capitalism and free markets is a historical invention.

【通貨・金融・保険】

中央銀行の興隆

The Rise of Central Banks: State Power in Financial Capitalism
Wansleben, Leon

 (Harvard U.P.)
2023 : 02  336 p.  Hardback 9780674270510 US$45.00     

While central banks have gained remarkable influence over the past fifty years, promising more stability, global finance has gone from crisis 

to crisis. How do we explain this development? Drawing on original sources ignored in previous research, The Rise of Central Banks offers a 

groundbreaking account of the origins and consequences of central banks’ increasing clout over economic policy.

【国際経済・国際金融・貿易】

貿易戦争研究ハンドブック

Research Handbook on Trade Wars
Zeng, Ka & Liang, Wei (ed.)

 (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 07  448 p.  Hardback 9781839105692 ￡195.00     

The Research Handbook on Trade Wars presents an informative and in-depth account of the origins, dynamics, and implications of trade 

wars, which are growing both in scale and scope in today’s increasingly interdependent global economy. Providing the frameworks necessary 

for understanding the political and economic logics of trade wars, this Handbook will be a valuable source of reference for researchers, 

government officials, businesses, and post-graduate students interested in international political economy, international economics, economic 

statecraft, public policy, and international relations.

【技術革新・研究開発政策】

持続可能な開発の統治ハンドブック

Handbook on the Governance of Sustainable Development
Russel, Duncan & Kirsop-Taylor, Nick (ed.)

Elgar Handbooks in Development  (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 07  352 p.  Hardback 9781789904314 ￡155.00     

This Handbook brings together state-of-the-art contributions and international insights outlining the key theoretical developments and 

empirical findings related to sustainable development and governance. Providing both an overview and deep dive into the topic, it 

demonstrates how the concept of sustainable development and governance has led to multiple responses in both the academic and policy 

world from a theoretical, conceptual and operational viewpoint.

【経営管理】

長期投資のための官民連携

Public-Private Collaborations for Long-Term Investments: Converging Towards Public Value 
Generation
Vecchi, Veronica et al.

 (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 07  128 p.  Hardback 9781802205602 ￡65.00     

This book offers a unique framework to understand how public institutions and private investors can collaborate to sustain long term 

investments (LTIs), with a specific focus on public-private partnership for infrastructure, blended finance mechanisms, and impact investing.
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【経営管理】

国連の SDGs 支援における多国籍企業の役割

The Role of Multinational Enterprises in Supporting the United Nations' SDGs
McIntyre, John R. et al. (ed.)

New Horizons in International Business series  (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 07  392 p.  Hardback 9781802202403 ￡120.00           

  The Role of Multinational Enterprises in Supporting the United Nations’ SDGs is an exploration of the place of the private sector in 

implementing select Sustainable Development Goals. Beyond the abundant literature published by the United Nations and journal articles, 

there are few book-length treatments of the unique role that multinationals play as facilitators of goal implementation and agents of change. 

This volume aims to stimulate debate and research on MNEs’ best practices, fl eshing out many of the seventeen goals through the lens of 

corporate strategic choices.

【生産管理・物流管理・オフィス実務】

国際ロジスティクスの原則

Principles of International Logistics
Tongzon, Jose L.

   (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 07  360 p.  Hardback 9781800888913 ￡115.00  Paperback 9781800888937  ￡30.95

  This textbook off ers a comprehensive analysis of traditional and newly emerging challenges aff ecting international logistics management from 

practical, theoretical and policy perspectives. Principles of International Logistics provides an in-depth exploration of the role of intermodal 

transportation, and the policy-oriented issues of market liberalization, regulatory policies, quality of institutions and supply chain orientation. 

Principles of International Logistics will be an essential text for undergraduate students of international logistics, logistics management and 

global supply chains.

【都市・村落・コミュニティー研究】

ジェントリフィケーションは不可欠であるという嘘とその他の嘘

Gentrifi cation is Inevitable and Other Lies
Kern, Leslie

   (Verso)
2022 : 09  256 p.  Hardback 9781839767548 ￡14.99           

  Kern proposes an intersectional way at looking at the crisis that seek to reveal the violence based on class, race, gender and sexuality. She 

argues that gentrifi cation is not natural That it can not be understood in economics terms, or by class. That it is not a question of taste. That 

it can only be measured only by the physical displacement of certain people. Rather, she argues, it is an continuation of the setter colonial 

project that removed natives from their land. And it can be seen today is rising rents and evictions, transformed retail areas, increased policing 

and broken communities.

【都市・村落・コミュニティー研究】

スーパーグリッドとスーパーブロック：中国と日本から得られる都市構造の教訓

Supergrid and Superblock: Lessons in Urban Structure from China and Japan
Chen, Xiaofei

Planning, History and Environment Series  (Routledge)
2022 : 10  246 p.  Hardback 9780367478889 ￡75.00           

  In this superbly illustrated book Xiaofei Chen presents the first analysis in English of a ubiquitous East Asian urban phenomenon: the 

supergrid and superblock urban structure. The book opens with an introductory essay by Barrie Shelton in which he sets the scene for 

what is to follow, emphasizing how alien this structure was to Western urban design culture where radial patterns of development were the 

norm. Then, in her fi rst chapter, Chen explains the make-up of the supergrid and superblock urban structure and its contrasting Chinese and 

Japanese forms.
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【政治学全般】

イギリスで社会主義は可能か

Is Socialism Possible in Britain?: Refl ections on the Corbyn Years
Murray, Andrew

   (Verso)
2022 : 09  272 p.            Paperback 9781839766640  ￡14.99

  Is Socialism Possible in Britain? analyses Jeremy Corbyn’s tenure as Labour leader and the prospects for parliamentary socialism in a post-

Corbyn Britain. Lively and insightful, it is informed by an insider’s view of the most radical period in Labour’s history. A veteran of the Stop the 

War Coalition, Andrew Murray was seconded to Corbyn’s offi  ce from the Unite trade union and witnessed an extraordinary daily bombardment 

from sections of the Parliamentary Labour Party and the media. He candidly assesses the leadership’s response to the antisemitism 

controversy and the dilemmas of Brexit, as well as Keir Starmer’s restoration of a turgid neo-Blairism.

【政治学全般】

戦争の断片：ドンバス前線からの運命 2014-2019 年

Shreds of War: Fates from the Donbas Frontline, 2014-2019
Eperjesi, ldi & Kachura, Oleksandr

Ukrainian Voices  (Ibidem Pr.)
2022 : 08  400 p.            Paperback 9783838216805  US$40.00

  In Eastern Ukraine, unfathomable human dramas have unfolded since 2014. Thousands died in the fi ghting. The homes of tens of thousands 

were destroyed. Many were captured and tortured, millions ousted from their homes. The lives of many were broken. Volunteers started to 

collect food, clothes and even weapons for the frontline. Charity organizations transferred donations to the Donets’ Basin (Donbas). Priests 

became chaplains for soldiers. Journalists and photographers fl ooded into the war-zone and sometimes became involved in the events. A 

Hungarian and Ukrainian journalist, Eperjesi and Kachura had the opportunity to meet and talk to many of these characters. The book provides a tableau of the emblematic 

fi gures of the war in the Donbas. It not only presents tragedies, but also human moments and noble deeds.

【政治学全般】

アジアの議会での女性の実質的代表

Substantive Representation of Women in Asian Parliaments
Joshi, Devin K. & Echle, Christian (ed.)

Politics in Asia  (Routledge)
2022 : 08  274 p.  Hardback 9781032231488 ￡120.00  Paperback 9781032231464  ￡34.99

  As of the year 2022, no country in Asia has gender parity in its parliament. Meanwhile, the proportion of national-level women parliamentarians 

in Asia averages a mere 20%. What is more important than simple descriptive representation, however, is whether outcomes for women are 

improving. Rather than focusing on numerical representation, the chapters in this book focus on the substantive representation of women. 

In other words, what do women and men parliamentarians do to advance women’s well-being and gender equality? Using semi-structured 

interviews, the author of each chapter examines these eff orts in the context of a specifi c Asian country. The case studies include Bangladesh, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, 

Nepal, the Philippines, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, and Timor-Leste.

【政治学全般】

習近平：世界で最も力のある男

Xi Jinping: The Most Powerful Man in the World
Aust, Stefan & Geiges, Adrian

   (Polity Pr.)
2022 : 09  240 p.  Hardback 9781509555147 US$29.95           

  Who is Xi Jinping and what does he really want? To rejuvenate China and bring economic prosperity to all its people? To challenge American 

supremacy and turn China into the world’s dominant power? Avoiding both sycophantic fl attery and outright condemnation, this new biography 

by Stefan Aust and Adrian Geiges gets inside the head of one of the world’s most mysterious leaders. Skilfully unravelling the hidden story 

of Xi Jinping’s life and career, from his early childhood to his rise to the pinnacles of the Party and the State, they fl esh out his views and 

uncover how he became the most powerful man in the world.
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【各国の政情・政治史】

マイケル・サンデル著 『新版　民主制の不満』

Democracy's Discontent: A New Edition for Our Perilous Times
Sandel, Michael J.

 (Belknap Pr.)
2022 : 10  384 p.      Paperback 9780674270718  US$24.95

The 1990s were a heady time. The Cold War had ended, and America’s version of liberal capitalism seemed triumphant. And yet, amid the 

peace and prosperity, anxieties about the project of self-government could be glimpsed beneath the surface. So argued Michael Sandel, in 

his influential and widely debated book Democracy’s Discontent, published in 1996. The market faith was eroding the common life. A rising 

sense of disempowerment was likely to provoke backlash, he wrote, from those who would “shore up borders, harden the distinction between 

insiders and outsiders, and promise a politics to ‘take back our culture and take back our country,’ to ‘restore our sovereignty’ with a vengeance.” Now, a quarter century 

later, Sandel updates his classic work for an age when democracy’s discontent has hardened into a country divided against itself. In this new edition, he extends his account 

of America’s civic struggles from the 1990s to the present. He shows how Democrats and Republicans alike embraced a version of finance-driven globalization that created 

a society of winners and losers and fueled the toxic politics of our time.

【各国の政情・政治史】

アジアにおける新民主主義と独裁化

New Democracy and Autocratization in Asia
Chung, Kuyoun & Cho, Wonbin

Routledge Studies on Think Asia  (Routledge)
2022 : 08  252 p.  Hardback 9781032220697 ￡125.00     

Based on the assumption that the concept of democracy consists of three elements - procedure (participation, competition, and distribution 

of power); effectiveness (representation, accountability, and responsiveness); and performance (social welfare, inequality, and trust) - 

the contributors to this book determine which elements are responsible for diverging trajectories within the Asian democratic recession. 

Examining South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Singapore, Vietnam, Indonesia, India, Myanmar, and China, the authors employ different research 

methods?quantitative, comparative, or individual case studies - to explore the conditions under which democratic rules and norms erode over time, and which type of 

governance is preferred by citizens in this region as an ideal type.

【各国の外交】

中国の何が問題か？　その２：米中関係の批判的考察

The China Questions 2: Critical Insights into US-China Relations
Carrai, Maria Adele et al. (ed.)

 (Harvard U.P.)
2022 : 09  464 p.  Hardback 9780674270336 US$35.00     

2018 年刊行の『中国の何が問題か ? 〔ハーバードの眼でみると〕』の続編

For decades Americans have described China as a rising power. That description no longer fits: China has already risen. What does this 

mean for the U.S.?China relationship? For the global economy and international security? Seeking to clarify central issues, provide historical 

perspective, and demystify stereotypes, Maria Adele Carrai, Jennifer Rudolph, and Michael Szonyi and an exceptional group of China experts 

offer essential insights into the many dimensions of the world’s most important bilateral relationship.

【各国の外交】

列強の戦略：アメリカ・中国・日本

Great Power Strategies - The United States, China and Japan
Zhao, Quansheng

China Policy Series  (Routledge)
2022 : 09  296 p.  Hardback 9781032287850 ￡125.00     

This book provides a comparative study of the strategies of great powers in the Asia-Pacific, namely, the United States, China and Japan, 

known as the Pacific Three. It examines the evolution of each power’s strategic thinking and analyzes the three powers’ respective foreign 

policies and internal debates in the policymaking process. It analyzes the three countries’ conflict and cooperation from past to the present. 

It stresses the importance of the interactions between internal and external factors in the policymaking process, and emphasizes the great 

significance of these interactions for international relations theory.
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【法律学全般】

国際スポーツ法ハンドブック　第 2 版

Handbook on International Sports Law.  2nd ed
Nafziger, James A.R. & Gauthier, Ryan (ed.)

Research Handbooks in International Law series  (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 07  720 p.  Hardback 9781839108600 ￡250.00     

The second edition of this comprehensive Handbook presents new and significantly revised chapters by leading scholars and practitioners 

in the burgeoning field of international sports law. National, regional and comparative dimensions of sports law are emphasized throughout, 

exploring a wide range of issues emerging in sports law today.

【法律学（私法）】

ASEAN と投資家対国家の紛争解決の改革

ASEAN and the Reform of Investor-State Dispute Settlement: Global Challenges and Regional 
Options,Calamita
Calamita, Nicolas J. & Giannakopoulos, Charalampos

Elgar International Investment Law series  (Edward Elgar)
2022 : 07  304 p.  Hardback 9781802208245 ￡95.00     

The reform of Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) is a subject of ongoing debate in international institutions, yet an ASEAN perspective 

on the subject has been largely absent to date. This book addresses that gap by presenting, analysing and assessing ISDS reform from an 

ASEAN perspective, taking into account the experience, needs and concerns of ASEAN as a community and of its member states.

【臨床心理学・心理療法・精神医療】

衣笠隆幸著 『日本の精神分析学と分析心理療法』

Psychoanalysis and Analytic Psychotherapy in Japan
Kinugasa, Takayuki

 (Cambridge Scholars)
2022 : 05  240 p.  Hardback 9781527581418 ￡70.99     

This book is the first English-language publication regarding the psychoanalytical clinical setting in Japan. It introduces the actual clinical 

practices of Japanese psychoanalysis, which are probably less well-known to psychoanalysts in other countries. The book consists of 

considerations on disease theories, basic theories such as neutrality, therapeutic structure and transference interpretations, and Freud’s 

Wolfman case and the Rat Man case.

【近代・現代西洋哲学の諸学派】

佐藤 嘉幸（筑波大学准教授）著 『権力と抵抗 - フーコー・ドゥルーズ・デリダ・アルチュセール』 英訳版

Power and Resistance: Foucault, Deleuze, Derrida, Althusser
Sato, Yoshiyuki

 (Verso)
2022 : 10  304 p.      Paperback 9781839763519  ￡19.99

The “structuralist” theories of power show that the subject is produced and reproduced by the investment of power: but how then can we 

then think of the subject’s resistance to power? Based on this fundamental question, Power and Resistance interprets critically the (post-)

structuralist theory of power and resistance, i.e., the theories of Foucault, Deleuze/Guattari, Derrida and Althusser. It analyses also the 

mechanism of power and the strategies of resistance in the era of neoliberalism. This meticulous analysis that completely renewed the theory 

of power is already published in French, Japanese, and Korean with success.
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【仏教】

禅宗の哲学

The Philosophy of Zen Buddhism
Han, Byung-Chul / Steuer, Daniel (trans.)

 (Polity Pr.)
2022 : 09  120 p.  Hardback 9781509545094 US$59.95  Paperback 9781509545100  US$16.95

In this short book, Byung-Chul Han seeks to unfold the philosophical force inherent in Zen Buddhism, delving into the foundations of far-

eastern thought to which Zen Buddhism is indebted.  Han does this comparatively by confronting and contrasting the insights of Zen 

Buddhism with the philosophies of Plato, Leibniz, Fichte, Hegel, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, Heidegger and others, showing that 

Zen Buddhism and Western philosophy have very different ways of understanding religion, subjectivity, emptiness, friendliness and death.

【考古学・古代史】

ローマ帝国考古学必携

A Companion to the Archaeology of the Roman Empire
Burrell, Barbara

Blackwell Companions to the Ancient World  (Wiley-Blackwell)
2022 : 09  1080 p.  Hardback 9781118620311 US$395.00     

In A Companion to the Archaeology of the Roman Empire, distinguished scholar and archaeologist Professor Barbara Burrell delivers an 

illuminating and wide-ranging discussion of peoples, institutions, and their material remains across the Roman Empire. Divided into two parts, 

the book begins by focusing on the “unifying factors,” institutions and processes that affected the entire empire. This ends with a chapter 

by Professor Greg Woolf, Ronald J. Mellor Professor of Ancient History at UCLA, which summarizes and enlarges upon the themes and 

contributions of the volume. Meanwhile, the second part brings out local patterns and peculiarities within the archaeological remains of the City of Rome as well as almost 

every province of its empire.

【ロシア・東欧（旧共産圏）研究】

イミテーション民主主義：ソビエト崩壊後のロシアの政治システムの発展

Imitation Democracy: The Development of Russia's Post-Soviet Political System
Furman, Dmitrii

 (Verso)
2022 : 11  208 p.  Hardback 9781788733533 ￡14.99     

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia under Yeltsin and Putin implemented a political system of “imitation democracy,” marked by “a 

huge disparity between formal constitutional principles and the reality of authoritarian rule.” How did this system take shape, how else might it 

have developed, and what are the prospects for re-envisioning it more democratically in the future? These questions animate Dmitrii Furman’s 

Imitation Democracy, a welcome antidote to books that blandly decry Putin as an omnipotent dictator, without considering his platforms, 

constituencies, and sources of power. With extensive public opinion polling drawn from throughout the late- and post-Soviet period, and a thorough knowledge of both 

official and unofficial histories, Furman offers a definitive account of the formation of the modern Russian political system, casting it into powerful relief through comparisons 

with other post-Soviet states.

【ロシア・東欧（旧共産圏）研究】

モスクワの要因：主権国家ウクライナとクレムリンへのアメリカの政策

The Moscow Factor: U.S. Policy toward Sovereign Ukraine and the Kremlin
Fishel, Eugene M.

Harvard Series in Ukrainian Studies  (Harvard U.P.)
2022 : 10  400 p.  Hardback 9780674279179 US$59.95  Paperback 9780674279186  US$29.95

In 2014, Russia illegally annexed Crimea, bolstered a separatist conflict in the Donbas region, and attacked Ukraine with its regular army 

and special forces. In each instance of Russian aggression, the U.S. response has often been criticized as inadequate, insufficient, or 

hesitant. The Moscow Factor: U.S. Policy toward Sovereign Ukraine and the Kremlin is a unique study that examines four key Ukraine-related 

policy decisions across two Republican and two Democratic U.S. administrations. Eugene M. Fishel asks whether, how, and under what 

circumstances Washington has considered Ukraine’s status as a sovereign nation in its decisionmaking regarding relations with Moscow.
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【アジア全般・東アジア研究】

イリス・ハウカンプ（東京外国語大学大学院准教授）編 『アジアのサウンド・カルチャー』

Asian Sound Cultures: Voice, Noise, Sound, Technology
Haukamp, Iris et al. (ed.)

Routledge Contemporary Asia Series  (Routledge)
2022 : 09  344 p.  Hardback 9780367698911 ￡120.00     

This book examines the meanings, uses, and agency of voice, noise, sound, and sound technologies across Asia. Including a series of wide-

ranging and interdisciplinary case studies, the book reveals sound as central to the experience of modernity in Asia and as essential to the 

understanding of the historical processes of cultural, social, political, and economic transformation throughout the long twentieth century. 

Presenting a broad range of topics - from the changing sounds of the Kyoto kimono making industry to radio in late colonial India - the book 

explores how the study of Asian sound cultures offers greater insight into historical accounts of local and global transformation.

【アジア全般・東アジア研究】

ケネディの撤退：キャメロットとアメリカのヴェトナムへの関与

The Kennedy Withdrawal: Camelot and the American Commitment to Vietnam
Selverstone, Marc J.

 (Harvard U.P.)
2023 : 01  336 p.  Hardback 9780674048812 US$35.00     

In October 1963, the White House publicly proposed the removal of United States troops from Vietnam, earning President Kennedy an 

enduring reputation as a skeptic on the war. In fact, Kennedy was ambivalent about withdrawal and was largely detached from its planning. 

Drawing on secret presidential tapes, Marc J. Selverstone reveals that the withdrawal statement gave Kennedy political cover, allowing him to 

sustain support for U.S. military assistance. Its details were the handiwork of Defense Secretary Robert McNamara, whose ownership of the 

plan distanced it from the president.

【アジア全般・東アジア研究】

近代台湾を形成した明治の日本人

The Meiji Japanese Who Made Modern Taiwan
Watanabe, Toshio / Eldridge, Robert D. (trans.)

 (Lexington Books)
2022 : 03  184 p.  Hardback 9781666908534 US$100.00     

The Meji Japanese Who Made Modern Taiwan describes the story of Japan's involvement and administration of Taiwan in the pre-war 

era, with a focus on the period from 1895, when Taiwan was made a part of the Japanese Empire, to 1945, when the Pacific War ended. It 

introduces the policies pursued and equally important, the personalities, philosophies, and ambitions of the administrators, engineers, and 

technicians behind those policies. In particular, the unique thinking, leadership styles, and contributions of Kodama Gentaro, Goto Shinpei, 

Hatta Yoichi, Iso Eikichi, and Sugiyama Tatsumaru, among others who contributed to the development of modern Taiwan, are introduced in great detail.

【日本研究】

アジアと戦後日本

Asia and Postwar Japan: Deimperialization, Civic Activism, and National Identity
Avenell, Simon

Harvard East Asian Monographs, 451 / Harvard University, Asia Center  (Harvard U.P.)
2022 : 09  420 p.  Hardback 9780674270978 US$65.00     

Asia and Postwar Japan examines Japanese deimperialization from 1945 until the early twenty-first century. It focuses on the thought and 

activism of progressive activists and intellectuals as they struggled to overcome rigid preconceptions about “Asia,” as they grappled with 

the implications of postimperial responsibility, and as they forged new regional solidarities and Asian imaginaries. Simon Avenell reveals the 

critical importance of Asia in postwar Japanese thought, activism, and politics - Asia as a symbolic geography, Asia as a space for grassroots 

engagement, and ultimately, Asia as an aporia of identity and the source of a new politics of hope.
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【日本研究】

密接なつながり：近代日本創成期の地元活動家ネットワーク

In Close Association: Local Activist Networks in the Making of Japanese Modernity, 1868-1920
Anderson, Marnie S.

Harvard East Asian Monographs, 453 / Harvard University, Asia Center  (Harvard U.P.)
2022 : 08  225 p.  Hardback 9780674278257 US$39.95     

In Close Association is the first English-language study of the local networks of women and men who built modern Japan in the Meiji period 

(1868?1912). Marnie Anderson uncovers in vivid detail how a colorful group of Okayama-based activists founded institutions, engaged in the 

Freedom and People’s Rights Movement, promoted social reform, and advocated “civilization and enlightenment” while forging pathbreaking 

conceptions of self and society. Alongside them were Western Protestant missionaries, making this story at once a local history and a 

transnational one.

【日本研究】

水戸藩と近代日本における改革の政治

Mito and the Politics of Reform in Early Modern Japan
Thornton, Michael Alan

New Studies in Modern Japan  (Lexington Books)
2022 : 01  264 p.  Hardback 9781793641892 US$105.00     

This book examines early modern Mito, today an ordinary provincial capital on the outskirts of the Tokyo commuter belt, but once the 

headquarters of Mito Domain, one of the most consequential places in all of Japan.   In the nineteenth century, it became the birthplace of a 

revolutionary ideology that transformed Japan into a modern, imperial nation. The power of these ideas swept across Japan, inspiring activists 

everywhere to take up the cause of building a new nation?but they also devastated Mito, leading to a brutal civil war that scarred its people 

for generations. This book complements existing studies of Mito’s ideas by focusing on the history of Mito as a place and telling the stories of Mito’s politicians, reformers, 

and ordinary people from the beginning of the domain’s history to its end.

【日本研究】

回想のエズラ・ヴォーゲル

Remembering Ezra Vogel
Whyte, Martin K. (ed.)

Harvard East Asian Monographs, 455 / Harvard University, Asia Center  (Harvard U.P.)
2022 : 09  270 p.      Paperback 9780674278271  US$25.00

『ジャパン・アズ・ナンバーワン』の著者で、日本、中国など東アジア研究の専門家エズラ・ヴォーゲルの回想集

Ezra F. Vogel (July 11, 1930-December 20, 2020) was one of America’s foremost experts on Asia, mastering the Japanese and Chinese 

languages and contributing important scholarly works on both countries, and on their relationships with each other and with the world. Starting 

from modest roots in an immigrant family in a small town in Ohio, he came to Harvard in 1953 to train as a sociologist. He then shifted his 

focus to Asia, spending almost the entirety of his life at Harvard. Vogel had a dramatic impact around the world, not only through his scholarship and the students he trained, 

but also through his friendship and mentoring of journalists, diplomats, business executives, and foreign leaders as well as through his public policy advice and devotion to 

institution building, at Harvard as well as nationally and internationally.

【アメリカ合衆国・カナダ研究】

すべての市民が良き政治家：アメリカの世紀における民主的外交政策の夢

Every Citizen a Statesman: The Dream of a Democratic Foreign Policy in the American Century
Allen, David

 (Harvard U.P.)
2023 : 01  336 p.  Hardback 9780674248984 US$45.00     

No major arena of United States governance is more elitist than foreign policy. International relations barely surface in election campaigns, 

and policymakers take little input from Congress. But not all Americans set out to build a cloistered foreign policy “establishment.” For much of 

the twentieth century, officials, activists, and academics worked to foster an informed public that would embrace participation in foreign policy 

as a civic duty.
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